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- The objectives of this videoconference presentation are to: 1) review standard sampling designs; 2) identify quality indicators that impact sampling decisions; and 3) examine sampling designs and the purpose of mixing.

- Audience participation (voluntary): Please select a published mixed methods research study in your own area of interest, and a) identify the sample design; b) identify the mixed purpose; c) identify the research question(s); d) determine whether the sampling design addresses the mixed purpose and research question(s); and e) determine whether the sampling design supports the researcher’s conclusions and generalizations.

For more information or to RSVP please contact Dr. Joe Gaugler: gaug0015@umn.edu or 612-626-2485.

To learn more about the Mixed Methods Interdisciplinary Graduate Group, please visit: http://www.grad.umn.edu/deans-office/projects_initiatives/groups/mixedmethods/index.html
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